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Nobel laureate speaks at Kean
By June Gazek
Wiesel's message was clear:
Elie Wiesel ; 1986 Nobel Peace "Study that era (World War II) and
Prize laureate, Holocaust survivor, the onset of the Holocaust, because
author, professor and lecturer spoke· it happened once and if we
in Wilkins Theatre on December remember it will be impossible to
3rd to two capacity crowds. He happen again." He told the auspoke at 12:45 p.m. to High School dience that at one time he thought
students and at 7:40 to the that the world didn't know because
public. The event was free and if it did - something would 've been
sponsored by the Holocaust done. "They did know and no one
Resource Center at Kean. Tickets told us," Weisel said, because the
were made available on a first come, United States government by accident took pictures while it flew over
first serve basis.
Accor.ding to Patricia Mo lden, a concentration camp. He also referDirector of Public Information, the red to his own vi ll ages fai lure to
total turnout· for both shows was heed the ta les of massacre by the
estimated at 2,500. She indicated few w ho escaped. Not long after
that many people stayed in the lob- which, 15,000 Romanian Jews were
by just to listen and two closed- deported to concentration camps.
circuit televisions were set up and His parents and you nger sister were
accommodated abou·t 150 people. lost. Wiesel was liberated by the
Americans in 1945. He asked,
Wiesel chronicled in over two
"How can I teach faith if I must
dozen books, and other writings of
teach the truth?" He added, " In
the suffering of the Jews in World
morality we lag behind - I tell
War II and in the Soviet Union tostories for the future and we (surday. Thirteen books have been writvivors) want them (young people) to
ten about him and his works. The
live in a better world becau'Se we
Nobel Committee citation said of
are in an age where we are insenhim, "Elie Wiesel has emerged as
sitive to one another."
one of the most important spiritual
" Exami ning the Holocaust and the
leaders and guides when violence,
events of World War II is painful,
repression, and racism continue to
you couldn't understand there are
characterize the world ." " Wiesel is
no words for the cruelty. When the
a messenger to mankind; his mesHolocaust is examined you will find
sage is one of peace, atonement and
many reasons for despair but
human dignity. His belief that the beyond that you will find hope," he
forces fighting evil in the world can said.
be v ictorious is a ha rd won be lief."
Many questions were asked by
· Guests at the midday program in- the panelists, Dr. Kenny Kaplow1tz,
cluded Governor Thomas Kean and Professor of Psychology; Dr. Daniel
at the evening program Sam O 'Day, Professor of English; and Dr.
Halpern from the Holoca ust Joseph Priel, Professor in the departResource Fo undation. Kean Presi- ment of instruction, currriculum
dent, Nathan Weiss was present at and administration .
Kaplow itz asked about how
both lectures.

Elie Wiesel speaking at Wilkins Theatre Wednesday to a capacity crowd of over 2,500 people.
Wiesel felt when President Reagan
visited Bitburg a military
cemetary where members of Hitler's 55 are buried. Wiesel said that
he implored him to call off the visit
but, " I cannot change ·someones
mind. For three weeks vve educated
America."
O 'Day asked what is the best way
to teach the Holocaust to those who
didn't witness it? Wiesel answered
that survivors should be brought
together with students because the

Once again, tuition hikes
far outstrip the inflation rate
By Rose Jackson
WASHINGTON , D.C. (CPS)Colleges this year will remain about
the last remaining bastion of inflation in America, new accountings
show.
Students will pay about six percent more in tuition and fees to go
to college this year than they did in
1985-86, the College Board says,
while the nation's Consumer Price
Index rose only a little more than
two percent si nce last year.
Some colleges, of course, hiked
their prices even higher and faster
than the national averages.
Tennessee raised average tuition
by about 15 percent at state colleges, while it costs residents about
14.7 percent more to attend the
University of Arizona this year than
it did last year. ·
Swarthmore hiked tuition 11 percent, Colorado 10 percent, Chicago
nine percent and Stanford, among
many others above the average,
. seven percent.
College officials, as they have for
the last several years, said they needed to keep pushing tuition up so fast
to help cope with the long depression in the higher education industry, which began in the late
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seventies.
They need money, they say, to
help pay for long-overdue faculty
salary increases, long-deferred
maintenance of campus buildings
and labs and a need to increase
"the quality of education ."
Whatever the reasons, the annual
College Board survey shows the
total average tuition, fees, books,
and housing costs of attending fouryear public colleges rose five percent from $5,314 to $5,604 for oncampus students and $4,240 to
$4,467 for off-campus students.
Four-year private colleges jumped
an average six percent, from $9,659
to $10,199 for resident students and
from $8,347 to $8,809 for
commuters.
" Tuition incre:.,ses have not had
that much of an L 'feet on enrollment," says Cecilia L ,;11ger of the
American Council on fa.. ucation. "It
(enrollment) has only decreased
about one percent, which is not
very significant."
Scores of them say they needed
to raise money to increase faculty
and staff salaries.
The problem, says Dr. Kent
Halstead, research economist for the
U.S. Departm~nt of Education, is

Steven
Wright ............... 7

that "co lleges can not raise wages
fast enough: 1During the years of rampant inflation, declini ng state funding and
now lower federal budgets, moreover, colle-ges put off expensive
maintenance and modernization of
their campuses.
In Vermont, Bennington needs a
new roof on ·one of its buildings.
'We have an endowment that gives
us some leeway, but we are asking
(from students) what it costs (to run
the campus)," says spokesman
Charles Yoder.
Bennington students, in fact, pay
more for college than anyone else:
$16,950 a year.
They pay that much, Yoder says,
because Bennington hopes to build
its endowment from the present
$2.2 million to about $30 million
in the next three to five years to
hedge against another crunch like
colleges nationwide felt in the
1970s.
"For 40 years we only increased
with inflation, but strange things
happen in the worl d economy, and
we want to always meet costs (of
maintenance and salaries) and have
a surpl us," he says.

Freshman
Cen terfo ld ............. 8 & 9

survivors are exceptions.
Kaplowitz asked, "How do you
feel about the revi sionists who try
to say that the Holocuast never happened?" "I tum ;r;vay from ugliness
- I fight injustice. I do not respond
to them - the response ts fo continue our (survivors) work; the
:-esponse is only to ourselves," said
Wiesel.
Priel asked about the level of
resistance among the Jews during
the war. Wiesel answered that they

did not know how resistance began
in Warsaw - the Jewish ·underground held out longer than France
with no armies or weapons.
Wi esel al so said thi s 9bout
memory- "What Is memory It is a
voice from far away bringing
darkness and light to a world, that
does not know darkness and light;
past and future the possibility of
redemption. It is a curse when there
is no memory: '

Hotlines Open House
draws volunteers
By Kim Hemmes
So, you say you have a problem
- Your love life isn't so lovely? Your
roommate isn't so roomy anymore?
Your depression is getting depressing? Don't despair - pick up the
phone and call Hotline.
Hotline was started in 1971 by
Tom O'Donell - presently Director of Student Activities - and is
here for th e outside community as
well as the college community.
There are sixty trained volunteers
involved with Hotline. According to
Howard Tsernov, Hotline coordinator, each volunteer must be
"wi lling to give time, be willing to
help others and have a concern for
people and their problems." Training for volunteers consists of a
weekend of formal training and two
to three weeks of observation of the
phone lines.
Howard Tsernov feels · that " the
majority of the phone calls are at
night and the most serious ones are
during the holidays and exam time:'
There are three people on the
phone lines during the day and fou r
at night. The hours of operations are
Monday through Friday: 9:00

Surf
New York ......... 11

Video
Dan Akyroyd .... 12

a.m .-1:00 a.m., Saturday and Sunday: 2:00 p.m . to 1:00 a.m .
The basic types of calls handled
are depression, loneliness, college
work pressure and family conflicts.
The volunteers cannot council or
give advice to callers; instead they
listen and " help others help
themselves." The aim of the
volunteers is to guide the callers to
help them realize their problem for
themselves. If the cal I seems serious,
· or the volunteer is unable to help,
the caller is encouraged to seek professional counseling.
Hotline has been acknowledged
for it's work by Union County
Mayor Anthony Russo. He proclaimed Hotline to be the call-help line
of ·union County.
According to Howard Tsernov,
"for over fifteen years Hotline has
trained over 1700 volunteers and I
feel the volunteers get as much out
of the program as the callers do. The
skills the volunteers learn will
definitely help them in their future."
It was also stated that new
volunteers are always welcome.
Anyone interested in volunteering
their time at Hotline is encouraged
to stop by the office at CC 141.

Hazlett
Resi gn s ........-..... 16
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The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

·
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problems? To face up to stressful
situations?
2. Do you drink when you get
mad at other people, your friends
or parents?
3. Do you often prefer to drink
alone, rather than with others?
4. Are your grades starting to slip?
Are you goofing off on the job?
5. Do you ever try to stop drinking or drink less - and fail?
6. Have you begun to drink in the
Signed, morning, before school or work?
Disgusted
7. Do you gulp your drinks as if to
satisfy a great thirst?
Dear Disgusted,
8. Do · you ever have loss of
Your friends and family are pro- memory due to your drinking?
bably acting out of concern for your
9. Do you avoid leveling with
well-being. It doesn't matter how others about your drinking?
long or how much you drink. It is 10. Do you ever get into trouble
what drinking does to you that when you are drinking?
counts. Try to be objective about the 11. Do you often get drunk when
feedback you're receiving from you drink, even when you do not
others and see if you can learn from mean to?
it. If you answer yes to any one of . 12. Do you think it is cool to be able
the following questions - you to hold your liquor?
should . contact
Alcoholics
If you have any problems you 'd
Anonymous and get help with your like to discuss, please come to the
problem - now before it gets Counseling Center located in the
worse.
Bookstore Building Rm. #126 or call
1. Do you dri'nk because you have at 527-2083.

Some of my friends and family
members have started calling me an
alcoholic. They treat me badly and
don't want me to go out with ,
them anymore. I resent this label
and think they're wrong. How could
anyone call me that when I drink
the same amount as all of my
friends - two or three times a week
I just have a couple of beers? Why
is everyone over-reacting?

Coop jobs equal academic
credits salary work exp~rience
1. Job Order #875

Chemistry-Biology Coop-Chemical Corp., 40 hrs./wk., $300.$350./wk.
3. Job Order #945
Accounting Coop-CPA Firm, 25 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.
4. )ob Order #960
Accounting Coop-Computer/Tax Corp., 20-40 hrs./wk ., $5.50/hr.

5. Job Order #970
Marketing Coop-Advertising/Promotional Agen~, 20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr.
6. Job Order #863
Marketing Coop-:-lnternational Business Corp., 20 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.
7. Job Order #859
Communications/English/Journalism Coop-Legal Supply Corp. , 20
hrs./wk. $5.00/hr.
8. Job Order #935
Business/STM Coop-Govt. Agency, Summer 1987, 20 hrs./wk.,
stipend.
9. Job Order #947
Political Science Coop-State Agency, 20 hrs./wk., $5.50/hr.
10. Job Order #857
Sociology/Psychology Coop-Health Services Organization, flexible hours. $4.00-$6.00/hr. (PIT) (FIT)

Change Your Live!
Visit the Cooperative Education Office (Townsend Hall, T 209) and
learn how C0-0p can help you to develop a career and life direction and
relevant work experience.
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or senior status 3.0 or higher grade point
average. Academic credits (1-15) vary by department. Telephone (527-2357)
or visit for an application .

Dr. Michael G. Helliwell-Director
Let's Cooperate Together

Ti red of the same old foods?

Open ·sesame
On the Ancient Near East
Shishlik Sandwich ....... ... ... ....... ........................ ... .. .................. ........ $3.45
Char-broiled meat cubes with chopped fresh Israeli garden salad
dressed in SESAME seed sauce (tehina) served in pita bread .
Shuarma Sandwich ............................ .. .. .. ......... .. .. .. ......................... $3.45
Char-broiled turkey, lamb, and beef cubes with chopped fresh Israeli
garden salad dressed in SESAME seed sauce (tehina) served in pita
bread .
Baba Genush Plate .. ...... .. .. .. ............ .. .............. .... .. .. .... .... .... .. ...... .. .. $2 .45
Eggplant/SESAME salad served with chopped fresh Israeli garden
salad and site of pita bread .
Chu mus P.late ..... ... .... ...... ... ......... ........ ................... .. ........ .... .. ... ... .. $2 .45
Seasoned mixture of curshed SESAME seeds and chic peas served with chopped fresh Israeli garden salad and side of pita bread.
Falafel Sandwich .................. .. ... ... ............ ................................... .. .. $2.25
Deep fried dollops of ground-<:hic pea/vegetable mixture served with chopped fresh Israeli garden salad in SESAME seed sauce (tehina) in pita bread .

KINNERET ISRAELI KOSHER RESTAURANT
605 Westfield Ave., Elizabeth
354-9437
Open 10 a.m. -11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday and Fridays through late
lunch. Closed Friday evenings, reopening after sundown on Saturdays.
lntesection of Westfield and Elmora Avenues
(Routes 28 and 439)

Freshman Focus

Freshman formal,
By Kim Simpson

The Class of 1990 is planning a
" Freshman Prom". The date set for
this eveot is April 24, 1987. It will
be held at the Atrium West in West
Orange between the hours of 8 p.m.

and 1 a.m. Attire is formal for this
occasion .
Anyone interested in helping to
further plan this event, please contact the Freshman Center, or any of
the Freshman Class Officers and
Representatives. All Freshman are

'Tis the season
By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center
Your cousin shrugs. " I don't know
... go figure Aunt ~usie. Maybe it's
the spirit of the holidays ..."
You stare incredulously at the
check Aunt Susie slipped to you
after dinner, whispering that it was
" to help you buy your holiday gifts,
since you're a poverty stricken college student."
"C'mon:' you say, "Aunt Susie?
The same Aunt Susie who spent the
entire day cutting everybody down?
The same Aunt Susie who said my
good grades are just because I took
easy courses? The same Aunt Susie
who asked if I needed a note to my
teachers to explain why I'm so hard
to get along with?"
"Guilt money:' sniffs your sister,
who is still smarting from Aunt
Susie's remark that she won that
speech contest "because she's got
such a big mouth ."
".Control money," growls your
brother, who hasn't forgiven Aunt
Susie for the time she told your
mother he'd cut class in high school.
"She just wants to buy you so she
can control you."
" Too many martinis," snorts your
father.
"Poor Susie," sighs your mother.
"POOR SUSIE?" you all chorus.
. "POOR SUSIE?"
"\'\-ell, " says your mother, "she

can be so nasty, so sarcastic, so
abrasive .. :'
Yes, indeed:' says your father. ':.\re

· you about to add a 'but' to that
statement?"
"But:' continues your mother,
"she does things like giving our col lege Freshman here a check to help
with holiday spending .. . and she
didn't mean fora II of usto know about
it either: '
You flush . It's true that Aunt Susie
asked you not to mention it, but you
were so shocked you had to tell
everyone.
"And she isn't always nasty," continues your mother. "Remember
that time she took in that kid who
got kicked out of his home?' '
"Yeah .. and that time Dad was
in the hospital and she made soup
for him every day?" adds your sister.
Your brother whistles. ':.\nd the
time she went to school and told
that teacher to get off my back?"
"Then there were the Ranger Rick
Magazine subscriptions that always
came from a mysterious source
when we were little .. ." you say
wonderingly. " So why does she
have a tongue that can saw you in
two?"
Your mom shrugs. " I think," she
says, "Susie has always felt cut down
herself, always inferior and small. So
the only way she can be big is to
shrink others with her words. It's too
bad, because then she never gets
the love and respect she needs."
You look again at the check.
"Yeah;' you say softly, "I guest it's
too easy to think of a person as a
cardboard cutout. Nobody's that

welcome! The Freshman Center
number is 527-3131.
The Class of 1990 would also like
to thank all those already involved
for their enthusiasm and cooperation. We would like to make this
event as memorable and enjoyable
as possible.

''
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simple. Aunt Susie may act mean
and petty, but she must have
something inside that's bigger and
kinder."
· "I guess the point is to forgive her
for what she does TO us and to appreciate what she does FOR us . .."
your sister frowns, " but how do you
forgive her for making you feel like
your accomplishments are no
good?"
" By knowing inside yourself that
they ARE good," says your mom .
" By reminding yourself that the
smallness is hers, not yours. By taking satisfaction and pride in what
you accomplish and by taking
responsibility_ for the things you
want to change because YOU want
to change them, not because Susie
or anyone else says you should."
Your mother stops to take a
breath.
"Understanding Susie better is
some kind of a small miracle," says
your dad. "I think we'll all be happier if we resent her less and appreciate her more .. .
"It's a season of miracles," smiles
your mom. ':.\ season when temple
lamps burned long after the oil was·
gone, a time when angels filled the
sky and sang about a little baby, a
time when tired people take time to
love one another."

The Freshman Center wishes you
a season of miracles, a time of
restoration, and a joy in living and
giving. See you next semester!

New Student Committee

NSC election results
The New Student Committee
held its elections on December 3.
The 1987-88 NSC officers are as
follows:

, Commuter Club Liaison : Laura
President: Eric Daly
Polidori
Vice President: Beatti
Secretaries: Allison Clark, Ida Pirolli
CONGRATULATIONS to the
Programming Director: Cathy Porter
board and have a HAPPY HOLIDAY.
Scoop Editor: Tricia Williams
Eric Daly, NSC President
Asst. Editor: T.J. Dodenhoff

Roadway Package System, Inc.
Part Time Job Opportunities
Handle Small Packages
Early Morning and Evening Hours
$7.00 Per Hour

Contact Bill at 201-351-3348
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.,
Elizabeth, N.J.
EEO Employer
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Speak QJ!f

and Andy Kossowsky

,Gregory Malave & Luis Lobelo
Luis_and I believe that Freshman
Seminar class is great for freshman
because they could learn alot from
the class.

Ann Kalkiewcz
Although it can be boring at times
it's good in a way by getting acquainted with the school and
people.

What do you think
about
Freshman Seminar?

T.J. Dodenhoft
I think its organized by a bunch
of people who really have no idea
of what they are doing. Totally
Bogus.

Lissete Marengo
I fee l Freshman Seminar is a good
idea, it might be boring at times but
it has helped me a great deal.

Impressions of Kean
By Aderonka Baldemosi
Both the Freshman Orientation
and the Campus A.ware ess Festival
were extremely successful from the
organizer's point of view. However,
what was the impression of the
Freshmen? How did the students
view these activities? The Freshman
Center asked three students about
their impressions.
Sharon Franklin, whose major is
Speech/Theatre/Media, Pam Greenhaus, who won the black and white
television set at the festival , and
Yvonne Escudero were the three
young ladies who gave their
opinions.
Both Yvonne and Pam were
highly impressed with the Campus
Awareness Festival. They especially enjoyed "Hands Across Kean College". Sharon felt that it was well
organized; however, she felt that she
missed out on a 'great deal because
a lot of the activities were held during class time. One of the major activities which Sharon is sorry she
missed was "Meet the . Greeks",
which was held during the evening.
AJI three young ladies benefited
greatly from the festival. They each
decided to join one of the many
extra-curricular activities offered
here at Kean . Pam joi ned the

Hotline team and the Commuter
Club. Yvonne also joined the Commuter Club. Sharon joined the
behind the scenes staff of the fall
play Dames at Sea as a costume
assistant.
This year for the first time
Freshmen were required to enroll in
a Freshman Seminar course. This is
a one credit course in which the
professor helps acquaint the
students with various aspects of college life. If the students have any difficulties they can discuss it with
their professor who will assist them
personally or refer them to a tertain
department.
Both Yvonne and Pam have
positive attitudes about the course.
It allows them to feel open and
relaxed and at the same time gives
them a sense of directio·n . These
students have become familiar with
Kean's support services and are now
exploring soroe career options.
All three students enjoyed the
New Student Orientation, which
was held on September 2nd. They
all got to meet a lot of other
Freshmen and Sharon became reacquainted with students she had met
previously. By the end of the orientation program, these students were
ready, willing, and eager to begin
th"e ir college careers here at Kean .

BeAnAircraft~

And Watch Your Salary Soar.
U you have an interest in aircraft maintenance, the Army National Guard
needs you. Jo in us as an aircraft pneudraulics repairer.
t .] ,I ' •••-Spend JU St two days a month and two weeks a year
• I , 11 ~ ~A ~
working with us. Gain useful ex perience repairing some of
the world's most advanced aircraft . And take home a heft y
paycheck.

1-800-792-8396

Nalianal Guard

A nu.,.;rnns At 1/u·ir /Jt'sl.

Kim Wark
~ I think it's a waste of time but

since we are required there's
nothing we could do about it.
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The Christlllas spirit
By The Brothers of Sigma Beta Tau
The fraternity of Sigma Beta Tau
and friend s spent last Sunday paint:
ing the windows of the College
Center with festive holiday displays.
Accordin g to fraternity brother
Mike Fetsko, " Everyone came to express their Chri stmas spirit by painting their favorite holiday symbol."
Members of the fraternity hope to
bring some " holiday cheer" to the
campu s.
The event has become a sort of
annual holiday tradition fo-r Sigma
Beta Tau, and members of the fraternity said that they look forward to
it every year. " It provides a great
time for them, and serves as a reminder of the approach ing holidays
that mark the end of the fall

semester for students."
The artistry. and materials used to
transform the College Center were
a gift from the brothers of Si gma
Beta Tau to the Kean College
community.
.
The brothers of Sigma Beta Tau
expressed their wi shes that all here
at Kean have a Happy Chanukah,
a Merry Christmas, and peace and
brotherhood in the comin g New
Year.

Correction:
The photographs on page 10 of
last weeks Independent were
not only of the P.R.O.U.D. Dinner,
three of them were of the Chinese
Students Union's Thanksgiving Dinner, held on November, 24.

Candidates for
Bachelor's Degree
February 16, 1987
April Lewis
It helps to regulate the day to day
functions that we would otherwise
not have known as transfers.

Dept. of Tech
receives CIDM
Kean College of New Jersey's
department of technology has
received a grant of software valued
at $150,000 from AFTEC Inc. of
Mountainside.
Ade Ekundayo, an assistant professor, said AFTEC donated
manufacturing information systems
software called PRO Ill for the Kean
CIDM (Computer Integrated Design
and Manufacturing) program.
Ekundayo will use the software in
teaching courses in computerized
inventory control , production
management systems and design,
and industrial purchasing. Ekundayo
said PRO Ill allows management objectives to be implemented into production planning and scheduling in
"real time," meaning almost
instantaneously.
Arthur Evans, vice president,
marketing, with AFTEC Inc., sees
the gift by his company to Kean College as mutually beneficial. " The
objective of the relationship; ' he
said, " is that we both should benefit
from the relationship because, obviously, your students will be doing
work and improving the way the different products integrate in the
manufacturing process."
Evans, who previously was
employed in Europe, sa id the U.S.
~as fallen behind intheCIDM arena.
'~FTEC;' Evans said, "is committed to increasi ng the number of true
CIDM installations and to enabling
business to compete more effectively on the world market."
"PRO Ill is a software package
with tremendous recognition in the
industrial commu nity worldwide,"
Ekundayo said. Ekundayo explained
the PRO Ill is essential in developing a cost effective production
schedule using MRP and MRPll
concepts (materi al requirements
planning and manufacturing
resources planning) . He said the
system reduces costs, better serves
customers and maximizes the use
of machinery.
Both traditional students and
those already in managerial
technical jobs will benefit from the
new software, Ekundayo added.

The roster of candidates
for February 16, 1987 graduation
is posted on the bulletin board
near Room T-106 in
the Townsend Building
(first floor) .

Lab technology developed · at
Kean shows effects of smoking
A laboratory exercise that permits
students to observe the harmful effects of smoking on the upper
respiratory tract by using one-celled
animals with surfaces similar to
human epithelial cells lining the
trachea and bronchi has been
created by a Kean College of New
Jersey biology professor.
The exercise, developed b)-' Dr.
David Bardell of Elizabeth, was
published this November in the
Journal of College Science
Teaching. Bardell has published
several research articles over the
years on the effect of cigarette
smoke on microorganisms that infect the upper respiratory tract and
on human cells in tissue culture.
Bardell's article explains that
Paramecium Caudatum - onecelled animals that live in water and eel Is of the human trachea and
bronchi have cilia in common . Cilia
are hair-like structures on the cell
surface.
In parameciam the cilia are used
to propel the animals throu~h the
water in which they live. In the

human upper respiratory tract, the
cilia of the epithelium eel\<, ano u.,...

ed to trap impurities that are inhaled and to sweep them out Damage
to the cilia allows tar particles in
cigarette smoke to reach the lungs.
Tar is a known cancer-causing
agent.
" Because the cilia of all animals
have the same structure and function, students can use ciliated protozoans to observe the toxic effect
of cigarette smoke on ciliated cells;'
Bardell wrote.
In Bardell 's demonstration, a
homemade mechanical smoking
device delivered eight puffs of smoke
from a popular brand of cigarettes
into a flask containing the
paramecium caudatum . This interfered with the movement of their
cilia and caused them to swim more
slowly than the control paramecia.
Furthermore, the smoke killed the
paramecia within 22 minutes.
Smoke from cigarettes with a low tar
and nicotine content took longer to
have a harmful effect and killed the
paramecia in 70 minutes.

CONTEST
Unpublished manuscripts or works on any subjects of Juvenile interest.
Illustrations for Children's books are also included in a winning
cateogry.
. QUALIFICATIONS
1. KCNJ 's Administrators, Faculty, Staff, Alumni and Students (parttime, full-time, evening).
2. Persons who have never published in the Juvenile field .
WINNING CATEOGRIES:
The 4 winning categories are:
1. Best Fiction - Easy or Picture Book
2. Best Fiction - Young Adult
3. Best Non-Fiction - Includes poetry, cookbooks, sports, etc.
4. Best Illustrations
PRIZES/AWARDS:
1st Place - $100.00 per person per category
2nd & 3rd Place - certificate per person per category
-DEADLINES:
The deadline for submitting manuscripts is April 13, 1987 (Monday).
The deadline for the Judges' decision is April 22, 1987 (Wednesday).
Winners will be notified in writing by Wednesday, April 29, 1987.
Note: For further information, contact Yvonne McCray, 527-3133 (on campus ext. 3133). Please forward all manuscripts to Yvonne McCray, Coordinator, Liaison Services, East Campus Library. Also please check with
forthcoming issues of the Independent, Kean Update, Administrative
Report and other college publications for additional info.
Co-Sponsored by the Alumni Association and the College Library
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Editorial
Personally, it's too personal
The Independent personals started out as
a good idea. It served the purpose of communicating with friends, admirers and other
such relations without truly revealing ones
identity. In the past few weeks however some
felt the need to humiliate, insult and reveal
personal circumstances via the personals for
the whole college community to read.
In these personals, names were given and
sororities and professors were blatantly identified. Of course these personals were never
signed. What seems like a joke to one person, may not be too funny to another. If
you're thinking that you may have overlooked these personals, you haven't.
The Independent is currently doing their
best to read, re-read and read again every
single pesonal that is submitted. Of course
not all of these viscious personals can be
caught, some do happen to slip by due to
the fashion that they are written in. The Independent apologizes to anyone who may
have been a victim to this.
Another problem that has come up is the
amount of personals that have been submitted. As the policy stands an individual may
only submit one personal per week. Forms
are being received with up to five or more
personals. This causes probefms with the
availability of space. In less than a semester
the personals went from ¼ page to a full
page.
Next semester a new format for personals
will be instituted. To elevate the space problem personals will be twenty-five cents. An
envelope will be accompanied along with
the personals form. Any personal that is submitted without a quarter and not placed in
the envelope will be rejected. All personals
must be signed, this however does not mean
the name will be printed. It will serve as a
means for the Independent to reimburse an
individual's money if any course for rejec- .
tion exists.
Perhaps once this new system is instituted,
one would think twice about submitting per- ·
sonals that may n_o t be in good taste.

\ I
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:Letters
Bag ·it or starve
Dear Editor,

Attending Kean College isn't as
bad as people might indicate. Of
course it has some bad qualities but

no college is perfect.
· For example, at the cafeteria the
prices are totally outrageous. One
sandwich alone costs three dollars

and a small soda is seventy-five
cents.
At these prices you might just as
well bring your own lunch or starve.
Signed,
Sharon Girssom

The mouth _is quicker than the hand
Dear Editor,

• I am a freshman, and the short
time that I have been at Kean College has been wonderful. I only
have one complaint about the Col-

lege. That is the professors talk too
fast. I heard of the old cliche that
the hand is quicker than the eye but
the mouth is quicker than the hand.
The professors talk so fast that it's

hard to take notes.
I think that if the professors slow
down when they talk the students
will take better notes and make better grades on tests.
Signed,
William Ellis

This, that, or the other thing
Dear Editor,

As a full time student living on
campus, I wish to express the
following opinion :
At the present time I would like
to complain about Food Services on
campus. My complaint is that only
certain places are open at certain
times on campus, which is not convenient for the students. Why
should students have to plan around
their schedules so they can "fit in"
a meal? It does not seem fair that if
a person wants to eat at the Pub
after they get out of a 3:00 class they
have to wait an hour until it opens,
or if a person wants to eat dinner

at Dow.ns Hall, they must go there
between the hours of 5:00 and 7:00
p.m . After all, a student pays
anywhere from $150 to $600 to purchase a meal plan and then is only
able to use it at specific times. It is
for this reason that I feel the Food
Services on campus at Kean College
should be made more accessible
and convenient for the students.
This issue is especially important
to me because I am hypoglycemic
and must eat 4-5 times a day. This
is a factor which must be considered. Who knows how many
others there are living on campus
that may have the same problem as

myself?
Another thing which I find annoying about the availability of Food
Services on campus is that during
weekends and holidays, Food Services either closes earlier than during the week, or shuts down completely. This creates an expense for
the student. An expense that some
students may not be able to handle,
which in essence, actually defeats
the whole purpose of purchasing a
meal card at the beginning of the
semester since students could use
the money and put it to better use.
Thank you for your time and
cooperation .
Sincerely,
Michael Bond, Resident

Recognition is due
Dear Editor,
The letter signed "One outraged

Jewish student" (Indy, Oct. 30)
brings to focus a vital, albeit, ignored situation on campus; that of
holding classes on Rosh Hashana
and Yorn Kippur. While it goes
without saying that no professor
with a modicum of sensitivity for
religious freedom would consider
holding classes on Christmas or
Easter, these very same individuals
see no dichotomy in requiring class
attendance on the Jewish equiva. lents of the above mentioned Christian holy days.
The irony of it all is that this situation persists concurrently at a point
in time when the Kean establishment is making concessions to
other minority groups on campus.
In truth what we are witnessing
hereat Kean is but a microcosmofthis
nation's views as a whole on the
rights of the Jewish people as a
minority group. While the Jewish
people suffer all the negatives of bei ng a minority group (racial
violence, social, economic and
political discrimination, etc.) they
receive none of the benefits enjoyed
by other minority groups (affir. mative action programs, etc.)
While we cannot "change the
world" as the saying goes, we do intend to try and change our little
piece of it. In this light we are
hereby requesting the administration recognize the importance of
the holidays of Rosh Hashana and
Yorn Kippur to a significant percen- .
tage of the Kean population .
Indeed, the policy of holding
classes on these holidays is an injustice not only to the Jewish student population, but to the Jewish
staff population as well. Jewish
secretaries, for example, must waste
precious sick days and vacation
time, days that would be better
spent on the proverbial "rainy day':
in order that they may observe their
religion .
As Kean's independent Jewish
body, and as an organization that
has been involved in guarding
Jewish rights far beyond the
perimeters of Kean College, (indeed

Oller the summer we were attacked
dingly by terminating the ho/ding of
via letter to the Elizabeth Daily Jour- classes on these days.
nal by William Pierce, current of
In anticipation of a positive
West Virginia, one of the most in- response.
famous neo-Nazis in the world to-·
Z.A.K. Executive Board
day) we would be remiss to ignore
Alan Shelton, President
this issue here in our organizational
Richard Wolsten, Vice-President
home.
Dennis Jakubovitz,
In closing we reiterate our request
Publicity Director
that the administration recognize
Robert Nema, Treasurer
the importance of Rosh Hashana
Leslie Schwartz,
and Yorn Kippur and respond accorRecording Secretary
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By Manny Cantor

S.N.A.F.U.-Does that describe schools in the U.S.A.?
The literacy figures are a most irn- literate, obscuring the significant
portant gauge of the effectiveness of · conclusions to be drawn. Rudolph
any nation's educational system. Flesch, authorof"Why Johnny Can't
Soon after the 1980 census, the Read': in a letter to the NY. Times
Census Bureau made the reassuring quickly pointed out that the naannouncement that 99.5 percent of tional literacy figures were getting
all our citizens could read and worse, not better.
. write. The White tiouse report in
Jonathan Kozol, author of "II- ·
1983 sounded an alarm that "our literate America", in a recent report
11ation is at risk" because literacy to the American Society of Newswas so bad. Terrel Bell, then the paper Editors and the American
Secretary of Education, told Con- Newspaper Publishers Association,
gress that the literacy of more than did a devastating job on the Na70 million adults must be viewed as ti on al Assessment done at
" marginal" at best. Secretary of Princeton. He exposed the fact that
Education William J. Bennett in his the graphs and charts and fine print,
1986 annual review of public ·tar from providing cause for
education painted a bright picture, "celebration", in truth added up to
based primarily on a slight rise in alarming disclosures: forty percent
test scores. N.E.A. president Mary of adults cannot use a road map; 80
Futrell said the review was "an in- percent cannot calculate a tip in a
complete picture of conditions in restaurant or use a train or bus
the nation's schools!'
schedule. Book sales in the United
States are 24th worldwide.
A study released in October from Newspaper sales, calculated by
the National Assessment of Educa- number sold per thousand
tion Progress of Princeton, which residents, show United States, 269;
was commissioned by -Secretary West Germany, 408; Japan, 575.
Bennett, reported that "only" 10
million adults were illiterate, but Do Colleges Need An Overhaul1
that 36 million could not read at an
1he Carnegie Foundation for the
eighth grade level and that 70 Advancement of Teaching on Nov.
million could not read as well as 1 released the most systematic study
students in 11th grade. A spokesman ever done of four-year colleges. It ·
for this Princeton study told the spent $1 million over three years
press that american society should and surveyed 5,000 faculty membe proud that it is the world's most bers, 5,000 undergraduates, 1,000

college administrators, 1,000 high
school students and 1,000 parents.
The report recommended a major
overhaul of education at U.S. colleges. Among the 83 recommendations was the dropping of standardized admissions tests as a requirement at ·most colleges. The report
urged colleges to put more effort into developing coherent "core", or
general education, programs mandatory for all students. The Carnegie
survey of faculty showed most
American professors not only do not
engage in substantial scholarly
research but have little desire to do
so. Ernest L. Boyer, President of the
Carnegie Foundation, urged colleges to create posts like
"Distinguished Teaching Professor"
and to abandon the identification of
"scholarship" with publishing in
academic journals, which, he said,
leads to " a lot of third and fourth-rate
journals.

Do We Need More
College-Educated Americans?
On November 9 a blue-ribbon
national commission headed by
former Education Secretary Terrel H.
Bell answered that question with a
ringing call to double the number
of college-educated adults by the
turn of the century. The 22-member
panel included two governors, a
half-dozen college presidents, the

heads of both the AFT and the NEA
teacher organizations and the New
York City school cancellor. The
report was prepared for the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities, which
represents 372 four-year campuses
that enroll 2.5 million students and
award a third of all bachelor's
degrees in the country.
The report said, "With a high
school droput rate ranging from 25
to 50 percent and with almost 10
percent of our total population functionally illiterate, who can deny that
we have a massive population of
undereducated people?
" Public officials who propose
budget reductions in education at
a time when the Republic is handicapped by the burden of an
undereducated populace are unthinkingly abetting an act of national suicide. Their priorities are
wrong.
" Tragically for the American people, the Federal Student Financial Aid
program today is on the chopping
block in Washington ."
The Bell report said state colleges
should take the lead in producing
the million new public-school
teachers needed in the next decade,
and in trying to cut the dropout rate
in half. The state campuses are " the
working people's colleges;' Mr. Bell
said, but "thousands and thousands

of high school graduates don't go
on to college!'
Today, 19 percent of adults over
25 are college graduates. Only 9
percent of Blacks and 8 percent of
Hispanic people are in that
category. A 1985 study by the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities concluded
that minority students are less able
now to afford college tuition than
they were in 1980. A particularly
alarming trend, noted in almost
every survey, is the drop in minority teaching recruitment. Typical is
this finding by Educational Testing
Service: "In 1966 education was by
far the most popular major-23 percent of the Black students so
declared. But by 1976 only 8.9 percent of Black students were education majors. This is a 60 percent
decline in Black students compared
to a 30 percent decline in all education undergraduates."
The budget approved by the N.J.
Board of Higher Education on
September 19 gives priority to the
recruitment . of minority students,
the improvement of teaching at
undergraduate schools and increasing financial aid. State colleges will
receive $252 .6 million under the
plan, a 5% increase. It is doubtful,
say I, whether this money will be
adequate for the kind of action required by the situation.

Letters Continued

In support of
Dear Editor,
I've been reading the articles
under the Freshman Focus section
in the Independent and would like
extent my compliments to Gay
Lumsden. Her articles ·are very interesting. I'm sure they must help a
lot of people. I know they help
students other than Freshmen ,
because I am not a Freshman .
Although I suggest you ca ll it
something ot~er than Freshman

Focus. I feel it limits your reading
audience to Freshmen . When
students look through the paper
they might skip over the article,
thinking it is for Freshmen only.
Perhaps " College Life" or College
It Is" would be more appropriate.
At any rate I would just like to let
Gay Lumsden know one of her
readers appreciates her articles.
Keep up the good work.
Daniel Borino

:Annual Kean College

Russian
Adventure Trip
~jlHfff> ' :'(-¥
I

•

Some sympathy please
Dear Editor,
Once again the time has come for
the dreaded final exams. After taking notes for four months there is
quite a bit of material to memorize
and know. May I take this time to
remind the professors at Kean that
they aren't the only teacher in
school.
Before you insist we study from

chapters 1-30, please remember that
we have four or five other classes to
study for.
Many of us students hold jobs and
it is impossible to try and fit in all
the studying along with our jobs,
and let's not forget about that
precious jewel many college students
lack, sleep.
Name Withheld Upon Request

Y The
1-.dependent
Wishes Everyone
A
Happy Holiday!

Russian Studies in Leningrad and Moscow
January 9-January 16, 1987 - 3 College Credits; $1,049.00
An eight day travel course to study the culture,· habits, literature, art, and everyday life of one
of the most diversified people in the world - The Russians - where you will see for yourself
those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off the "teR days that shook the world."
The Cost - The $1,049 covers the entire trip and incl ud~s: round trip jet transportation on
a scheduled airline .. . first class hotels in both cities . .. bus transportation between all airports .. . midnight train ride between Leningrad and Moscow . .. two meals a day; breakfast
and dinner ... daily sightseeing on the Russian lntourist buses ... all taxes, tips, and service_
cha r~es.
For more detailed information and applic;ation forms, please see Dr. Robert Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-B.
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Congress casts self-supporting students into 'incredible confusion'
(CPS)-Financially independent
college students, who are eligible
for more federal aid than students
who still get money help from their
parents, generally deserve the extra
aid they get, a report released last
week by the Southern Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators (SASFAA) says.

At the same time, a congressional
committee approved a raft of
changes in the way students can
qualify for aid as independent
students.

'

The changes, one source says,
will cause " an incredible amount of
confusion" among students.
They seem mostly " an attempt to
wipe out the perception that the
federal student aid system is being
abused," says SASFAA co-author

Stuart Bethune, also an aid official
at North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Last year, U.S. Secretary of Education William Bennett charged many
students are in fact abusing the
system by claiming they support
themselves when, in reality, they are
being supported by their parents.
To remedy the problem, the administration has tightened the rules
under which students can qualify
for independent student aid checks.
But the SASFAA " found little
willful manipulation of the system,"
Bethune says.
" Independent students getting
financial aid rely overwhelmingly
on self help" to finance educations,
he says.
"Wha~our report suggests is that
independent students do not lie. We
asked (the 2,000 student sampling)

if, in order to qualify for funds, you
had to misrepresent your relationship with your parents, would you?"
Bethune recalls.
" Only 2.6 percent indicated that
would apply. So, 97.4 percent had
not misreported their relation ship
(and would not)."
Bennett charged that 13,000
students whose parents earned
$100,000 a year were rece iving
federal student aid.
But the National Association of"
Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU) asked Bennett to
retract his statement, saying its own
study of the problem turned up only one such student who qualified
for the aid before aid eligibility rules
were ti ghtened.
Such " independent" students'
status, however, was further confus-

Holiday decorating and withdrawal tips
students during the holiday season,
we ask your cooperation in following certain policies set forth by th e
College and State Fire Marshall.
ONLY ARTIFICIAL TREES ARE
ALLOWED IN THE COLLEGE
APARTMENTS. SOME SAFETY TIPS
you SHOULD PRACTICE WHEN
DECORATING YOUR APARTMENT
AND/OR TREE:
1. No live trees or greens may be
used indoors.
2. Artificial trees or greens must
have evidence tnat they are fire
retarded or flameproof.
3. If lights are used, all strings or
lights must bear a U.L. label.
4. Use of frayed, electrical cord s,
damaged plugs, multiple outlets
(octopus plugs) is prohibited .
5. Highly flammable materials
such as cotton batting, straw, dry
vines, leaves, artificial flowers or

decorating or display should be
dismantled and removed to storage
properly.
IF A RESIDENT WISHES TO
MOVE OUT OF THE RESIDENCE
HALLS FOR THE SPRING
SEMESTER HE/SHE MUST FILL
OUT A " TERMINATION OF
RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT"
FORM IN THE HOUSING OFFICE.
IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD
THAT THE
STUDENT REQUESTING SUCH A TERMINATION WILL BE PLACED ON A LIST
IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
ACCORDING TO THE DATE THE
FORM IS SUBMITTED AND/OR
THE DEPARTURE DATE. NEW OCCUPANTS SHALL BE ASSIGNED
SPACE AT THE DISCRETION .OF
THE HOUSING OFFICE. THE
FIRST STUDENT ON THE LIST
SHALL BE RELEASED FROM THEIR
CONTRACT WHEN A NEW OCCUPANT IS DESIGNATED BY THE

OF
STUDENTS
ON
THE
WITHDRAWAL LIST.
Holiday Security Reminders
1. Lock your bedroom and apartment if you plan to be away for an
extended period of time. First floor
be sure to LOCK.
2. Notify your HEAD RESIDENT
if you desire periodic checks of your
apartment.
•
3. VALUABLE JEWELRY, STEREO
EQUIPMENT, VCR's, AND TV's
SHOULD BE TAKEN HOME.
4. CAMPUS SECURITY AND
THE POLICE.TEAM will be on duty as usual and doors will be locked . Now is a good time to check for
your CARD KEY.
5. Be sure to EMPTY ALL GARBAGE CONTAINERS from your
rooms or apartments. EMPTY ALL
KITCHEN CABINETS AND VANITIES SO WE CAN EXTERMINATE
DURING BREAK.
Head Resident Duty Schedule

shrubbery and flammable plastic

HOUSING

OFFICE AS TAKING

During the holidays and interses-

materials shall not be used unless
flameproofed and evidence of the
flameproofing must be available.
6. Please use foil , not paper, for
cut outs and similar uses.
7. As soon as practical after the
event of decoration is over

OVER THE CONTRACT OF A
DEPARTING STUDENT. THIS
DESIGNATION SHALL BE MADE
ONLY IN THE EVENT THAT THERE
IS FULL OCCUPANCY EXCEPT
FOR THE NUMBER OF SPACES
REPRESENTED BY THE NUMBER

sion not all Head Residents will be
available. If your Head Resident is
not on duty check the OFFICE
DOOR in your BUILDING to see
who is on duty. If you can[lot locate
a duty HEAD RESIDENT please
contact the HOUSING OFFICE.

Holiday Decorations

To insure the safety of all resident

ed last week w.hen a congressional
conference committee, as part of the
new Higher Education Reauthorization Act, again changed the procedures for establishing which
students are fiscally self-sufficient.
No one is sure just what the
changes will mean.
Under them, students " may be
better off filing as dependents," says
Steven Brooks, dean of academic
services at Louisburg College in
North Carolina.
" It's too early to tell whether or
not it will be harder to get aid; ' he
adds. " I suppose some new hurdles
have been set up (by the committee's action), but I hope some have
been lowered as well."
Bethune notes that "some
students who were once classified
as dependents may qualify as independents. Some independents
may have to be dependent students
nr::NV."
One change, Bethune says, will
let campus and directors consider

more "special cases" in determining who can qualify for aid as independent students.
Congress also upped the minimum income for independent students, as well as raising tbe
minimum age from 22- to 24-years
old. Other definition changes include sections on veterans, graduate
students, professional students, married or single with dependents. Any
other case will require documentation
showing
unusual
circumstances.
" The immediate result for independent students is that al I of this
must be passed (as part of the
Higher Reauthorization Act) by Oct.
1 of this year," says Kathy Ozer, lobbyi st for the United States Student
Association.
Financial aid forms normally sent
to students now for Fall, 1987 may
be late, Ozer warn s, blaming the
delay on " an incredible amount ofconfusion" over who will qualify
and who won 't.

Professor writes
book on art instrucdon
UNION, N.J.- A book by a Kean
College of New Jersey professor will
help professionals who work with
older people in the visual arts.
The book is aimed at preparing
art educators, artists, recreation
leaders, activities directors, occupational and recreational therapists,
and gerontologi sts to meet the
needs of the growing older adult
population .
" Visual Arts and Older People:
Developing Quality Programs" was
written by Dr. Pearl Greenberg, a
professor of fine arts with the College since 1965. The publisher is
Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Ill.,
and has a January publication date.
Topics discussed in the book include retirement, lives of older artists, types and locations of visual
arts programs, how adults learn and

how teachers teach.
One section is devoted to working with_ disabled adults and
another is concerned with avoiding
hazards presented by dangerous art
materials. A large segment is
devoted to art skills.
Also covered are the roles of the
museum, the galleries and the importance of teaching art history and
appreciation. The book also encourages bringing new media, such
as computers, to the attention of
older adults.
Greenberg said, "The growing involvement of older citizens in the
creati11e life of this nation makes it

imperative that those of us involved . . . learn hOIII to develop the
best P,Ossible programs by including
older adults in our planning and
organizing."

''A SWEEPING SPECTACLE! DYNAMIC! EXPWSIVE!

This theme is dynamite played out in pure ~ion. Joffe and his
actors score some stunning achievements. A stupendous true story!"
- Jar k Kroll . .Vf: WSWEEK
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'The Mission' towers
majestically as a
gratifying work of
beauty and awesome
drama. Breathtaking!"
- " illiam WtHj.
c;,,l,\'_\'l·:TT ,\ 'J-: " '.~ .\1-: Hl

-Kathlt>t'II Camdl. \'.,: l>Ml .r \ HI'S

"A ~ ·erhouse!
'The Mission' soars!
A sure contender for

"Superbly acted, wildly
beautiful and
challem1:ing."

-~1.~~~\i~,,!!!,,!~,~..~~~-~,,

- Bmn• " illiamwt1. PI_-U H(J)

"An epic movie in the
grand style.''

··***½*

This superb movie
should be on vour
must-see list. ·one
of the vear's best!"
- ./m·i ( um . l \ \

- l'ia J.111d.wn1m. u \ HC-n

"A great adventure for
moviegoers! It 's
absolute!\· 2lorious!"

rtm n

- Ht•.r H,•rd a11J Hifl llarrk
lT Tllf' \10\ IF\

Buy One Stromboli,
Get One Free
s1°0 Off Any Large Pizza
or

Exp. 12-18-86

----------------
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"A powerful and
stunning film .
Don't miss it! "
n\t,
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"It's wonderful! One of
the best mo,·ies I
have ever seen-and
certainlv the best
this vear!
Magnificent!"

- J,ff1(\ I,r,111 \.
\ \I ' \1' /'Hfl U:U \ / \ \

- Jm/11/1 (

·,n -:

" 'The Mission' sends
the spirits soaring! "

- {;,-11r Sh111it, n Hl U \°RC-T\

"A~tonishing ! One of
the year's best films!"

Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

1

"****

"A Magnificent
Achievement!
Robert Bolt's epic
screenplay stands with
his 'Doctor Zhivago,'
' Lawrence of Arabia'
and 'A Man For
All Seasons.'
A remarkable film!"
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Starts Friday December 19 At Selected Theatre~
I NO PASSES ACC EPTED FOR THIS EN~GEMENT I [FOR GROUP SALES INFORM ATION CALL 1--100-2!_0321]
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Arts and Entertainment

Steven Wright - Live at WIikins Theatre
By Eric L. Greenberg
On Monday, December 8, Steven
Wright brought his own captivating
brand of comedy to Kean College's
Wilkin's Theatre.
Steven Wright was hilarious
throughout most of his performance
as he rambled through an hour long
set of one-liners and short story
jokes. The dead-pan comic from
'Boston wandered slowly around the
stage, occasionally holding his head
as if he bad a migrain headache. His
philosophical burn-out characte r
was amplified by his dress. Mr
Wright wore a long-sleeved red
shirt, probably flannel , with the
sleeves rolled up. He wore blue
jeans and a pair of work boots to
complete his dress. Mused hafr and
a tired appearance rounded out the
ruffled look.
Steven Wright raised many profound questions, "If you shoot a
mime, should you use a silencer?"
"What do batteries run on?" " Why
is it a penny for your thoughts but
you have to put your 2 cents in?"
"Why is the alphabet in that order?
Is it because of that song?" These
questions are, of course, not meant
to be answered . You have to wonder
where th is guy gets this stuff!
Mr. Wright had the audience going right from the start. His nonchalant " thanks" set the dead-pan
tone as he responded to an opening ovation . He carried right into in-

teresting notations such as, "My
school colors were clear," and,
"When I was little I was somebody's
imaginary friend."
The show did seem to hit a lull
on a few separate occasions. Steve
Wright seemed to lose hi s train of
thought and wonder off track,
searching for the right joke. He held
his silence and wandered about the
stage, fidgeting, at two separate
times during the show. He also
seemed to be flustered by a heckler
while doing his acoustic guitar joke.
He came across so bothered that he
did not do "Sex with Rachel;' a very
funny song he normally plays on the
guitar. This comic managed to
bounce back, though. When in
despair Mr. Wright fell upon some
of his older (yet still very effective)
jokes to revive the audience.
Despite a few lapses the show was
entirely pleasing. I do not think
many patrons left the theatre
dissappoihted.
Steven Wright had a surprise
opening act who introduced
himself as "James." James was a
mixture of comedy and acoustic
song. Through his set he played 3
songs with comedy mixed in between. James' best bit was a mock
on Carlos Santana. He played " Evil
Ways" (an old Santana classic) with
mock-spanish words. He then proceeded to mock Prince with, "This
is what it sounds like when tortillas
fly." Perhaps his best comic line is

when he tried to explai n his own
sexuality to the audience by saying,
"Sometimes I feel like a lesbian
trapped in a man's body."

The two comedians have teamed
up on many dates in the past. The
opening comic was a shock to many
as the audience expected only to

see Steven Wright. The two comics
complemented each other well.
This is one show I wouldn't mind
seeing again .

Photo by Andy Kossowsky

llAIR
CO.KL
Family H·a ircutters
5>eIv1n g The Ef'tlff" Family W1lh The Late st
Cult1ng And Styling i echniques ·

These Arc Our Everyda Prices"

Shampoo, Cut
and Blow Dry

$900
PERMS &
BODY WAVES

OPEN
7DAYSAWEEK
CALL LOCATION
FOR HOURS

$30«2P
UP

INCLUDES CUT & STYLE

LONG HAIR & CURLING IRON EXTRA

20

Prec1s1on Cullers
& Expert Stylists

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

East Hanover• 320 Rt. 10 • 428-9433
Eatontown. Rt. 35 & 36 •Circle Plazc • 542-8348

*

Lodi .1 So. Main St .• 472-247 4
Madison• 23 Waverly Place. 765-9610
Union• 2625 Morris Ave.• 851-2525
Wayne•Rt. 46•Willow Sq. Center•256-8932
W. New York e64th St. & Bergenline Ave.• 854-2715
Woodbridge• Rt. 1 & Gill Lane• 636-1818

OPENS FRIDAY DECEMBER 19
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE!
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Photos by Aderonke Bademosi, Peg Melchione, and Rita Gomez.
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Charlene Cerato, Freshman Center staff
member, conducting tour of th

.

e center.

Commuter .Club meeting.
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Keangers relaxing after Campus Awareness festival.
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Killington invites college students to Ski Fest '87
KILLINGTON, Vermont-College
students from throughout the
United States are invited to join the
nation's largest winter break ski program as Killington Ski Area, Lite
Beer from Miller and Chevrolet present Intercollegiate Ski Fest '87, Dec.
19-23, Jan . 4-9, 11-16 and 18-23,
1987, at the central Vermont ski
area.
Over 5,000 students from 292 colleges and universities in 32 states
and two Canadian provinces participated in last winter's program .
For Ski Fest '87, Killington has
designed economical vacation
packages for college students which
include lodging, skiing and an exciting activities program.
Killington's Intercollegiate Ski Fest
'87 alpine events are sponsored by
Chevrolet and include a ski rally,
modified giant slalom challenge
race and skiathalon. Thousands of

$1,000 Poetry prize
deadline
December 31
A $1 ,000 Grand Prize w ill be
awarded to the poet who sends the
best entry to the American Poetry
Association's poetry contest. The
deadline for entry is December 31 ,
1986. The contest judges will select
a total of 141 winners and award
them over $5,000 in cash and
prizes. Entry is free.
All poets are welcome to enter.
The Association aims to spotlight
new, aspiring and little-known
poets. · Poems are judged on
originality and interest, not just on
technical skills.
" December vacation shou Id
make it convenient for college
students to send poems before this
deadline;• said John Frost, chief
editor for the Association. " We
especially enjoy seeing their work,"
he added.
Poems entered will also be considered fo r publicati on in the
American Poetry Anthology, a
leading collection of contemporary
verse.
Interested poets should send one
poem of no more than twenty lines.
A ny theme and any style arr. eligible to w in. Poems should be typed,
if possible, and the poet's name and
add ress should be on the top of the
page. The poem should be mailed
by December 31st to the American
Poetry Association, Department
CN-18, 250A Potrero Street, P.O. Box
8403, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-8403.
The " Poet's Guide to Getting
Published ," a useful 4 page
brochure, will be sent to every poet
who enters this contest.
1
Winners will be notified on or
before February 28th, 1987. All winning poems will be published in the
American Poetry Anthology w ith
special mention of their winning
place in the contest.
During 5 years of sponsorship the
American Poetry Association has
run 15 contests and awarded over
$45,000 in prizes to hundreds of
winning poets. The most recent
Grand Prize winner was Linda
Nemec Foster, of Big Rapids,
Michigan, for her poem "The Third
Secret of Fatima." Other recent
$1,000 winners include Gayle Elen
Harvey, Virginia M. Lines, John
Montgomery, and Cindy Tingley.

The

Independent
Needs
Feature
Writers.

dollars in trophies and prizes will
be awarded by Chevrolet and Miller
Lite at apres ski parties held at Ki 11i ngton nightclubs.
Social activities sponsored by
Miller Lite include a Hawaiian
night, " 60's and 70's" revival, mask
party, appearances by Miller Lite All
Stars, and a spectacular fireworks
display by the world renowned
Garden State Fireworks. Ski Fest '87
guests will receive booklets entitling them to great savings at Kill-

Music news
WKNJ 's Top Ten
1. Television's Greatest Hits Vol. II
2. Shriekback-"Big Night Music"
- LP

iogton area restaurants, nightclubs
and stores.
Vacation packages for Intercollegiate Ski Fest '87, that include
Modified American Plan lodging
(breakfast and dinner each day) for
five nights, a five day lift·ticket and
all Ski Fest activities are $295-$370
per person, double occupancy and
$252-$330 per person, quad occupancy. Rates for European Plan
lodges (no meals) are $183-$313 per
person, double occupancy and

$154-$259 per person, quad occupancy. Condominium rates (no
meals) are $250-$423 per person ,
double occupancy and $210-$269
per person, quad occupancy for a
one bedroom unit or $218-$342 per
person, quad occupancy for a two
bedroom unit. Rates do not include
6% Vermont tax. Rates for the four
day mini Ski Fest Dec. 19-23 are
available on request. Skiing instruction and equipment options may
al so be included in Ski Fest '87

vacation packages.
For Killington Intercollegiate Ski
Fest '87 reservations call Killington
Travel Service TOLL FREE 1-800-3722007. Killinton Travel Service can
also book airline and rental car
reservations.
For more information about the
variety of winter vacation programs
at Killington, write Killington Vacation Guide and Lodging Directory,
203 Killington Road, Killington, VT
05751 .

3. Billy Bragg-" Talking With the
Taxman ..." -LP

6. The Fall - "Mr. Pharmacist"
12" Single
7. Jason and the Scorchers-Still
Standing" - LP
8. Kraftwerk-"Electric Cafe"-LP

9. Nuclear Assault-" Game Over"
-LP

4. The Smiths- ':-\sk" -12" Single
5. Bad Brains-: ' i against i"- LP

10. Red Lorry Yellow Lorry"Cut Down" -12" Single
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Indy poll

Surf New York
By Don Ludwig

Believe it or not, there are many
ways to pound the surf in the city.
Although it lacks a ten foot pipeline,
or waves for that matter, one can sti 11
achieve the same sensation of
thrashing about in the surf.
One way is easy. Get on board a
Broadway Express subway train
when it is not too crowded. Stand
in the middle of the car, away from
the walls. DO NOT HOLD ONTO
ANYTHING!!! When the train starts
moving, crouch slightly and try to
maintain your balance. Meanwhile,
listen to a Beachboys tape on your
walkman .
Another more expensive route of
surfing is skateboarding. Yes, it is
more costly than your seventy-five
cent subway ride but after the pur-

chase of the board, you have an indestructible piece of hardware. A
Rebel's Dream!!!!!
Orbiting around the center of
every major urban sprawl are
countless objects of "potential skate
attention and assault." Everything
from drainage systems, fountains for
looking, hospitals, modern art
sculptures, and many other locations that possess a great demand
for four-wheeled raids. The city has
one hundred percent of your daily
requirements for enjoyment.
Coping with an array of confusion
and anger of the city should be no
problem as you remember that the
"rewards are always worth the effort." Seek and you shall find, find and you will destroy, for the
Rebels will win in the end .

The Arts & Entertainment

Staff Wish All Students
At Kean - Happy Holidays!
,

INDY-POLL '86': The Kean College Independent Arts and Entertainment department would like
you to participate in a poll to see
whom our readers think are the best
in the music business. We have
chosen 10 categories. We urge all
readers to take part in this poll.

r -1. -Best
- ---------··
Music Group:
·
2. Best New Group:

Not tonight,
, headache.

3. Best Album Released in 1986:

4. Best Male Singer:
5. Best Female Singer:
6. Comeback group of 1986:

7. Best Guitarist:

8. Best Drummer:
9. Best Keyboard Player:
10. Best

By Joey Kaufman

Live Performance
of 1986:

Remember, you have until January
31 to respond to this poll so please
participate. All INDY POLL
responses should be turned in at the
ICollege Center, Room 119.

·---------------

Dear Joey,
Do you think it's safe to swim in
a public pool? I have recently joined the local Y.M.C.A., and they have
an indoor heated pool. I'd like to

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?
a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delta
asks you to Saturday night's Fiii F9rmal.

b)

That's my line!

After raquetball class, to tell him that the
instrudor with the Australian accent and
those blue eyes did wonders for your serve.

c) When you iust feel like telling him you
miss him after all.
·
Maybe you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on. But
if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never forget?
.
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service, and why you trust AT&T's high quality service
and exceptional value.
When you tell him that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on
AT&T for clear, long distancP
connections will drive
him crazy.
All of which will probably inspire him to drive
out for the weekend, giving
you an excuse to blow off
that silly frat party after all. ·

use it, but do you think it's worth
the risk of getting pregnant by a stray
sperm?
Signed,
Paranoid
Dear Paranoid,
Stray sperm usually like their own
kind, meaning they would rather
"hook up" to a stray egg than one
from ·a large inexperienced colony
of eggs.
Dear Joey,
I'm in lust with this guy. He looks
like something that came out of a
fairy tale. He drives me crazy every
morning as I watch him manuever
his big car in and out of traffic. I
want to tell him about my urges but
I don't know how to go about it. You
see, my Dear Joey, I'm also a you ng
b oy ish lookin g m ale myse\f who
hasn't co me o u t of the closet yet.
Signed,
Gay but Sad
Home O 'so Alone
Homo so Alone
Dear Gay but Sad, Home O 'so
Alone, Homo so Alone,
Have you lost your identity? Look
on your license. As for watching
him drive his big car in and out of
traffic, there's somethi ng to be said
for this, I just can't think of anything.
'But if you keep that up you're going to cause an accident. Please get
out of the closet. How do you expect to cope with your problems in
a closet filled with moth balls,
un less you're into that? The best advice I can give to you is to write to
" Mother Goose", Box 205, Fairy
Tales Inc.

Kean Christian
Coffeehouse
Presents

NOEL
Jesus
Is Born
A Christmas
Special!!!

AT&T

The right choice.
© 1986AT&T

Tonite

8:00 P.M.
Downs Hall
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Video-The best of Dan Ackroyd----By Sharon MacBride

The glory days of Saturday Night

Live have not been reproduced
since the original " Not-Ready-ForPrime-Time-Players" disbanded,
which featured John Belushi, Chevy
Chase, Jane Curtin, Garrett Morris,
Bill Murray, Laraine Newman, Gilda
Radner, and Dan Aykroyd . But now
the earliest SNL skits are available
for viewing at your own convenience for only $24.98 on The Best
of Dan Ayroyd, a videocassette
which was released October 29
from WarnerHome Video .(the same
folks who brought you Bugs Bunny).
' The highlights of Aykroyd 's five

years with the Emmy Award-winning
series are displayed during the fiftyseven minute video.
The hour starts off with the FBI
warning - oh, wait, that's not a skit.
The hour starts off with those " wi Id
and crazy" polyester-clad studs, the
Czechoslovakian Festrunk Brothers.
Steve Martin and Dan Aykroyd are
two "swinging dudes" waiting the
arrival of their two American foxes
they met at the "fox bar".
After a famous SNL commercial
break _comes more refined humor1
with Leonard Pinth-Garnell
(Aykroyd), the snooty, bad-art loving
host of Bad Ballet. After par-

Are relationships
giving you hives?
Have the his
and her towels
become all his, or hers.
Do you fight more
than love?
·
If a personality
conflict has got you
down ...
Write to Dear Joey

ticipating in the disastrous dance,
Carnell concludes with the question, " That wasn't very good at al I,
was it?"
One of my favorite Aykroyd
characters, "school lunch king" Irwin Mainway, is included on this
tape. In this particular skit he is interviewed by Jane Curtin, who is
concerned with his line of children's
Halloween costumes. Among those
included are the " Invisible
Pedestrian", a black bag perfect for
crossing
those
treacherous
thoroughfares while trick-ortreating; " Johnny Human Torch", a
set which includes oil rags and a
lighter; and the traditional, safetyconscious Halloween wear, a plastic
bag and rubber band.
From Irwin Mainway, child
menace, 'Aykroyd transforms into

. .. " Fred Garvin: Male Prostitute."
Fred attempts to bring a night of
pleasure to guest-host Margot Kidder, who is receptive to this plaid
jacket, horn-rimmed sex-symbol until he asks her to undo his trusses
for him, avoiding his lesions in the
process.
.
After the street-life ways of "Fred
Garvin: Male Prostitute", the
cassette moves on to middle-class
suburbia and those odd-shaped
aliens, the Coneheads. Beldar
(Aykroyd) and his family Uane Curtin, Laraine Newman) dispense consumables, in the form of beer and
potato chips, to neighborhood
children on Halloween, much to the
distress 9f block parents Bill Murray and Gilda Radner. Beldar disapproves of Halloween and would
rather be on his home planet

Remulak for the feast during which
all the galatosperes are harvested
. .. and smoked. "Now that's a party.''
There are many more famous SNL
memories captured on The Best of
Dan Aykroyd, but if I gave them all
away there would be nothing left for
you to watch.
However, one thing I will let you
in on is that the grand finale consists of two shade-wearing men clad
in black suits and hats who sing and
play the harmonica. But that's all I
am going to tell you. After all, "what
do you want for nothing, rubber
biscuit?"
The Best of Dan Aykroyd was
produced by Lorne Michaels with
Aykroyd as supervising producer. It
is available in VHS and Beta
videocassette.

Roy Rogers and Kean,
Perfect Together
We know how hard you study. So as a reward , Roy Rogers of Elizabeth is giving you
a 10% discount on anything you order through 6/30/f!l, just by showing your Reusable
Savings Card before ordering.
Pick up your Reusable Card a, either of our stores.
439 Morris Avenue • 527-9789 or
669 Route 1 North • 558-9fr78

Business Hours - Roy Rogers
Morris Avenue ·
Sun ..:rhurs. 10:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Roy Rogers
Route 1
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Thursday 6 a.m.-1 a.m : • Fri. & Sat. 6 a.m.-2 a.m .

"A NIGHT
ON THE

TOWN"
Submit all letters
to Joey CC 119.

'86ANo'87

COLLEGE GRADUATES ·
Special Leasing Terms Available
1) No Money Down 2) Preferred Rate
__,,.......---- .,.:.~ 3) No Cosigner Required

Auditions
Lunchtime
Theatre Series
'
Production
''The New Man''
Wednesday,
December 17th
And Thursday,
December 18th
VE119
1:40-3:00 P.M.
"II Majors Welcome
(No Experience Necessary)

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED:·
v Bring in Your Diploma
v 3 References

NEW '87 PLYMOUTH
COLT "E"
3 dr. hatchback, 1.5 lit. 4 cyl, 4 spd , R&P
steering, P/B, front whl. drive, bucket sts, radials. Not in stock. Allow 2-8 wks. del. List $6276.

vYour 1st Mo. Payment
vRefundable Security
Deposit

OVER 1000 CARS
AVAILABLE
• HORIZONS
•CONQUESTS
• PEUGEOTS • VISTAS
• CARAVELLES • LASERS
• NEW YORKERS • GTS'S
• LEBARONS • 5TH AVES.

752 7373

.

C

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN

S~~~~•• MV Ne, ,.,, Nm•"•:.,. ~•,

OPE_N_DAILY

•

~,wooo m•~•

with Isl payment & sec. dep. down. Total of payments $8208. Ask far complete details. All terms to quallfled buyers. Nol responsible for typographl·
cal errors. Bring this ad al time of purchase of adv. prices.

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • PEUGEOT

9mId~~
- - • • • . , . _ , •• •• ..._

THE LEASING
PROFESSIONALS

I
ROUTE 22 WEST • GREEN BROOK, NJ
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Classifieds
Help Wanted ••Travel field position · Pregnant? Consider adoption.
immediately available. Good com- We're a happily married profesmissions, valuable work ex- sional couple with strong family
perience, travel, and other values longing to adopt newborn .
benefits. Call Bill Ryan (toll free) Lots of love, beautiful home.
1-800-433-7747 for a complete in- Bright future guaranteed. Comformation mailer.
pletely legal , expenses covered .
Call collect Kris & Paul (212)
Adopt. Established professional 927-6997.
and wife, well-educated and financilllly secure, wish to adopt white
infant (up to 12 months) into lov- 1977 Cadlllac Coupe DeVllle
ing, secure happy home. Ex- Deluxe. 2 Door, P/S/B, Locks,
P,enses paid. Call (201) 236-2860. Windows, Seats, AM/FM Cassette
Stereo, 129,000 Miles. Great running condition. Call after 6:00 p.m.
Adoption. We're a happily 465-2051 . $1500.
married couple (physician/psychologist) who deeply wish to
adopt a newborn . We'd be Tired, exhausted, experiencing
sensitive to a child 's needs and stntM? Why don't you get away
can provide a warm, loving home on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
where a child will flourish. Please hour. Set up an appointment for a
think of us during this difficult certified, Swedish, sport or foot
time! Expenses paid. Legal, con- massage or purchase a special
fidential. Call Ellie and Alan col- gift certificate. can Steven J. GutJ-·
lect (212) 724-7942.
man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
WANTED: Organized groups or
individuals wishing to earn commission money and FREE trips.
Promote the #1 Spring Break Trip
to
Daytona
Beach . Call
DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL, at
1-800-453-9074! !

IIIIAICH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

• • • gqnq;,~~J:;~~2622
Or. rush $2.00 to: ReHarch Aulatanca
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Jewish Student Union ·
Hanukah Celebration

SantaGrams Available

Flying Club

Nu Theta Chi is sponsoring
Those students who are interested in joining the Kean · their annual SantaGrams.
be · taken
College "Flying Club" please:. Orders will
contact Michael Sam, tel: December 16th through the
23rd outside the cafeteria.
354-7124 (Bartlett Hall).
Deliveries will be made on the
18th through the 23rd. Have a
Gay People
happy holiday.

The Jewish Student Union
will have their annual Hanukah
celebration on Tuesday,
December 16 from 1:40-2:55 in
the Downs Hall Alumni
Lounge. New members are
welcome.

1--------------t
Holiday
Planning Meeting

Gay People at Kean is
proud to invite you and your
friends to our Holiday Plann•
ing Meeting. We need your
help to think of ways to share
the holiday with those less fortunate than ourselves. Please
come to J-136 on Thursday,
December 11, at 7:30 p.m. For
further information leave a
message with the GPKC advisor at 527-3155; Michael will
'fyplst. Will type any job big or return your call.

Gay and Alone?

Design Co-Op
Beginning in
the Fall '87 Semester

ComQuest offers a unique
and confidential alternative.
We will match you with 10-20
There will be an extended local men who meet your
Co-Op Bachelor of Science criteria. Discreet mailings. Ask
Program
in
Design for student discount applicaTechnology. Students will be . tion
#161.
ComQuest
on campus 6 months and at a 1-800-633-6969 (anytime).
.full-time job in a·related design
AA Meeting
field for 6 months. Graduate
with job experience and no
Alcoholic's Anonymous is
student loans to pay off. Call having a closed meeting on
or see Prof. Tim Riegle, Tuesday from 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.
527-2342 in Technology H-105 Call Hot Line for location at
for more information.
289-9100 or 527-2360.

small Tel: 241-6631.

For Sale. 77 Ford Pinto. Only
f?2,000 miles. 4-speed, excellent
condition . Best offer. 527-0567.
TYPING SERVICE
Profeslonal 'fyplst
Resumes, Dissertations,
Statistical Tables,
Letters, Theses, Term Papers,
Reasonable Rates.
Call EILEEN 964-1763

Come Out Of Hiding!
The Grub Street Writer

·

(Kean College's Literary Magazine)

Now Accepting Submissions Of

Poetry; Prose and One Act Plays
Mailboxes located in
English Dept., Willis 305

Audtlonsll
For The Crucible
Tues., Jan. 27-5-9 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 28 -1-5 p.m.
Thurs., Jan. 29 - 5-6 p.m.
CALL BACKS 6-9 p.m.
All auditions In VE 119
* For more Information call 527-2349 *

Come and Be
Entertained by the:

Kean
Twirlers
At the:
Doubleheader
Men and Women's
Basketball Gaines

11

Here is your ch.v,ce to show your •upport for the te.tehers who
h.ove nuide a special contribution to your education!

♦
If you want to uy thanks, write a letter about how they helped you, encour•ed you,
dWle:nged you, in5Pired you, got you to give your best and to grow, and send lt by llo••b•r .lStb

.

TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION• KEAN COUEGE OF NEW JEIISEY • TOWNSEND 114

On:

Fashion Forum Presents
An Accessory Show
December 21, 1986
3:00 P.M.
Tickets: Students$2.00, public$3.00, afternoon
social accessories available for sale for gifts!!!

Pre-Medical Committee
Elects Chairperson
Dr. Lidija Kampa, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, is serving during the 1986-1987 Academic Year as Chairperson of the Pre-Medical
Advisory Committee; Dr. Kampa was elected by the Committee on
October 7. Students at the College making application to medical
school or dental school should be advised to speak with Dr. Kampa as soon as possible. The Pre-medical Advisory Committee has
responsibility for preparing recommendations for these students
on behalf of the science faculty and for assisting students as needed
during the application process. Students at earlier stages in their
work at Kean College who simply wish to talk with a faculty member
concerning the appropriate course of study to follow in preparing
for professional study in medicine or dentistry also should be encouraged to speak with Dr. Kampa.

Friday, December 12th
Men-6:00 p.m.
Women-8:00 p.m.
At: D'Angola Gym

Every nomination will be consklettd by a committee of representatives of
Student Organintion, Evening Student Council, Graduate Student Council,
of the Alumni Association, and faculty honored with the award in previous years.

GARDEN STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
Applications
Now Available
T-106
A limi_ted number of $6,000 fellowships to be awarded to New Jersey
Residents planning to enter a New Jersey graduate school Fall, 1987.
GREs must be taken no later than February 7, 1987 (registration
deadline is January 2, 1987)
Decisions will be ·based on distinguished academic achievement.
Deadline for filing Fellowship applications is:
March 1, 1987

1
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By Vince Jones
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Answers To Last Weeks Crossword Puzzle
I

By Chip Powell
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Intramural and recreational sports
Sports club
Indoor whiffleball
The whiffleball playoffs began
with an upset in the opening round.
The last place Delta Force defeated

Waffle II 3-2 to move into the
semifinals. They will take on the
One Hitters who beat Sigma Beta

Co-rec volleyball
The opening rounds of the CoRec Volleyball Championships were
held on Tuesday, December 2 and
Thursday, December 4. The Barbarians barely edged out The Reds,
winning the third game 16-14. The

Spikers also had a battle against
Team Bong, finally winning the
third game 16q4,
Barbarians IV will meet Sigma
Beta Tau in the seminfinals; and the
Raiders will take on the Spikers in

January Term
Recreation Hours
January 5-January 23*
Monday through Friday
(Closed .Saturday and Sunday)
12:00 Noon-3:00 P.M.
All Facilities Open
On The Main Campus
* D'Angola Swimming Pool *
* D'Angola Gym *
* _Campus School - *
* West Exercise Room *

Tau. In the other game Monday
night Sweet Leaf beat the Yahoos.
The Yahoos will take on Grand Slam
next Monday, December 8th .

the bther seminfinal match.
The winners of the semifinal
game will meet in the championship on Thursday, December 11 at
8:30 p.m. in the D'.Angola Gym.
Come out and cheer your fellow
students on to victory.

Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports

WANTED: Employees

Closed Martin Luther King's Birthday

Now Accepting Applications for
January & Spring '87 Semester

NOTICE

Positions Avai Iable:
Area Attendants, Lifeguards, Sports Officials, Scorers/fimers, Artist, and
Office Assistants.
Apply To:
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
D-104, DJ\ngola Gym or Room 122, East Campus

Informal Recreation Facilities
Close On
Friday, December 12th At 4:00 P..M·.
For The Fall 1986 Semester.
Happy Holidays!!!!!

ALL

INDEPENDENT PERSONALS-Lisa, I love you! Thanks for making
everyday a great one. Love, Osc
(Woody)

Ralph, I found a miracle in you.
Happy Graduation! I' ll miss y,ou!
Love ya lots. Josephine •

To the Soccer Team, Next season is

Timmy, You really turn me on, so

ours! Nobody is going to stand in
our way. Glassoboro is DEAD! A

much that I can't think of nothin'
else! Guess Who!
Frank Z., Call me crazy but ...

Player
To Pub 510, This first semester has

been real. Keep up the partying.

wasn't your birthday on Monday?
Hope it was happy. Luv, Michelle

rules! Love, Oscar
Tim T., Why don't you buy you~self
a new pair of sneakers? Zico .

Mindy, I'll get you that postcard! Just
keep reminding me. Erika

Best of luck
with the Duke!! Love, Yogi Bear

Turn your emotions off! Sponge

Allison C., Life's just a cigarette!
love, Cyn

Papa Smurf, STOP IT - Before I
smurf in my pants. Smurfette

Eileen and G.Q., Ciked for Russia?
Denise

Jake, Let's get a quarters game going and then go dancing. From Jello

make it to two beers before you get
drunk? Signed Chicha

M - Sorry about this weekend -

To Rozana & Julie, Can't wait til

keep in mind it's HIS loss not yours,
because you are a beautiful girl.

To All You Knuckleheads on 3rd

Love ya, Michele

Xmas. A whole 2 weeks with my
girls. Julie, where's my B-day present? Garry

To Our Friend in 311, We thank you

To Ignorant Slut, Are the kids at the

for our poem and invite you to our
home. To get some better peeks at
your rosy cheeks. We love your
shiny moon and hope to see you
soon. Love, The Blue Eyed Foxes in

Go-Go Bar? Signed, Bitch

Jackson, Happy One Year!! Thanks

a really rough semester for all of us,
some more than others. You could
always count on us for anything you
need help with . Have a great holiday and let's have a great second
semester. Love, Pub 510

Phi Zeta Omicron: Now that pledg-

been an incredible semester. Have
ing is all over, there is no excuse we • a good holiday and see you next
MUST have a party together. P.S. semester when Pub 510 re-opens.
Bring your friends! Sigma Mu Kappa T.T.
Terrance, Its been great meeting

you. If you decide to go to Maryland
next semester, the best of luck, just
don't be a stranger. Tim, Oscar,
Garry & Mina, & Paul

Mindy, Thanks for being such a

The Kean College Ski Team would
like to express their deepest
gratitude to Mr. Kenneth R. Kimble
for his very noteworthy donation of
$50.00 to our cause.

- Bring 'em under the Christmas
tree, show that you share in this
joyous time, but remember always
use contraceptives. Dr. Ruth

Signed, Europe! and Ski

To the People in 510 Burch, It's

Your Little Karen

Barny (CB) & Yoda (EM), I miss you
guys! You two are the greatest!! Luv

To The Dutchess -

An Angel in the Wings

great big. I couldn't of done it
without your support. Thanks! love,

Someone in the Front Row

homework. But you're still sexy.

To the Girls in 501 Burch, Its been

Eileen

fo-eva, Maria

To Guida: Try to do your own

sh-tin the bottom of the ocean. And
that's lowll Congrats, Rocky

Lori, To the best big a little ever had!
I couldn't have done it with out you,
seriously. Love and Sisterhood,

Special To Share The Holidays With

Always, Tim

Dee

ship is love, if love should fail then
· friendship should remain for friendship is the foundation of love. Love,

To All People Who Have Someone

cute buns. Why are you taken? You
looked great at the male sale. From

Ya, Mikey

E.J. Fudd & the rest of the Alpha
Delta Class, 'M!'re lower than whale

Lisa, Love is friendship, friend-

To Todd in Delta, You 've got really

vacation. Just you and me alone at
last. I'm counting the days. Yours-

guys are the greatest. We'll be
friends forever! Wait till next year.

Taro 0, We went through a lot to
get where we are, it was worth it.
The best is yet to come! love

for always being there. I love you.

To

To My love Nick, I can't wait until

the 1.D. Hope the turkey didn't spoil
your figures! Guess WhoJ

To Cynder, Ider and Albert: You

To Eileen: " Believe me, do not go
there, mark my word ." "Love,
Wishwash"

Zico

To Beth in 501 Burch, Neil Young

Love, Daner-eh

I would like to thank Paul Novembre for all the photography work,
and I apologize for not giving him
any credit. Andy K., Photo Editor

To the Sisters (New & Old) of Sigma
Beta Chi, Only 2 more days until

Mike (312 Rogers), When are we

gonna try and study again? I'll bring
the Top Job! Love, Gina P.S. Are we
going to see the ocean soon?

To the Litte One in 403 Rogers, I've
been watching you! Damn you're
cute. Someday you will be mine!
Infatuated

Sponge, I hope you're not angry
with me - my emotions just have
the upper hand at this time.

To Dave, Hope you had a terrific

John, Thanx! But I'll never forgive
you for killing my blue friend! Love,
The Bird lady!

Eileen, Can I borrow your sweater,

birthday. When I turn 21 I'll buy you
a drink. love Ya, Maria

come on! What's a martini without
the main ingredient? The Mixer!

Louis: Try to forget about Maurice,
give the females a chance. Signed:
Glitter

To The Illegals in 304: Can you

Floor Sozio, Good luck on your ex-

ams!! Have a good holiday and an
"out of control" winter break! love,
Hi-D (aka Head babysitter)
To all the Handicapped "Bunnres":

When you learn to party come visit
the "stoner"! "Hitter''
Mellon head - Remember 18 shots

makes a mellon smashed. Beware
of the wild turkey. Spiderman
To The Ultimate Stoner: Read any
pa mph lets lately? Love, Your
Favorite Stoner

To Hitler: Don't forget-to salute the
light and give yourself the finger!!
Love, The Prisoners from Hell
Yogi Bear, I saw you and him
walkin' in the rain! love, Jack

To The Girl With The Hot Pink Earrings: Are you really as dumb as you

look?

Who Should Know Better

302
Dear Brat, What's the deal. Rico
To LC, Forget him, forget him, forget
him, FORGET HIM!!!
The Indy Staff, Who would write a

personal like this, .. . oh, I don't
know, who could it be ... maybe
... SATAN!! (Isn't that special?) The
Church Lady
To Mike C. & Joe G., That JD is a

Mike, Yo! Dude, get in gear. People

might forget that you're alive!
Where are you?!! Everyone
Chugger, You've got to stop drink-

ing so fast! You make me look like
a wimp! Love, Erika Psst - Don't
drink the milk, it's spoiled. SisterI'm way ahead of you.

killer! Mirna ... where's Mirna???
Garry B.

To The Spitball Throwers, How's
Tommy? What about D.J, Spleef and
M .C. Sess? I do not have too many
teeth!! QQ

To Missy, Beth, Maria, Kathy &
Mindy P., How are ya doing? Love
Your Secret Pal

Hey Kid, What they don't know
won't hurt them . Signed, Someone

Harry, Santa never got so much action. Garry

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any

individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences
readers make.
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NHL ·notebook
By Mark Malinowski
Bobby Carpenter, who scored 53
goals two seasons ago has been
"fired" by the Washington Capitals.
Carpenter has netted but five scores
thus far in '86, but apparently the
primary reason for the removal was
Coach Brian Murray's stormy relationship with his one time prized
possession. During his what would
be final practice .session Carpenter
was overheard to say, "Get me out
of th is bleeping organization!" The
Caps front office is not detailing on
the Carpenter situation because
they don't want to further devalue
his already tarnished trade value.
Some of the rumored deals had
Carpenter packing to Chicago for
Troy Murray, to Boston for Cam Neely and a 1st rounder (Vancouver's),
to New Jersey for Greg Adams, to
Detroit for Steve Yzerman, and to
the Rangers for James Patrick and
Mike Ridley. GM Phil Esposito has
always liked Carpenter and is
among the first American-born 50
goa_l scorer's most devoted bidders.
Its been over two weeks since the
Caps have played the Rightwinger,

Center. How much longer wi ll he
be idle?
Recently I spoke with Fred Shera,
the fo rmer legendary Flyer Coach
whose use of Dave Schultz and the
Broad Street Bullies was a revolutionary tactic of intimidation which
earned his Flyer squads two consecutive Stanley Cups in the mid
'70's. Shera, now a radio colorman
for the New Jersey Devils had the
following very interesting comments. Shera on the 16-11-1, yet inconsistent Edmonton Oilers, " Edmonton has all the players. Still,
trouble is they all got their money.
They're not willing to dig the puck
out of the corners anymore. They
just don't want it bad enough."
On the 9-13-6 troubled Washington Capitals after I suggested that
they, after three consecutive dismal
play off performances following
strong regular seasons, the Caps just
didn't believe they could win the
Sta nley Cup anymore.
" I don't believe in that psychological stuff. Those key guys (Langway,
Gartner, Stevens, M urphy and
Carpenter) are overworked in the

1

regular season. When I worked wi th
the Capitals a few years ago, I
remember Langway was as skinny
as a rail. Murray plays the crucial
players w hen he's winning big or
losing big. -Come playoff time,
they're all exhausted."
Shera on the firing ofTed Satar by
Ranger GM Phil Esposito, "Sator
placed himself above his players. A
coach, whether he went to college
or not, no matter how technically
intelligent he is, should never imply that he is above his players in any
way. Hell, we're all in this business
together. Sator favored the young
guys and degraded some of the
veterans through the media .
Espositio knows how to get the best
out of his players by using his
charm, you know, saying nice
things. He should be successful:'
The showdo• ,n between the NHL
all stars and the Soviet National
team in the two game series is being bil led as Rendezvous '87 and
will be played in Quebec in January.
There will be three coaches leading
the voted all stars, Michael Bergeran
of Quebec, Jean Perron of Montreal,

Tennis-------The 1986 Kean College men's
1
tennis team had its share of ups and
downs during their season. The
team was basica lly comprised of
freshman and sophomores. Th is
year the team brings back 5 of the
6 starters of last season . Improvement and maturity are the mai n ingredients of this year's team. The
team ended it's season at 4-8 last
season .
" We were better than 4-8," sa id
Tony O chrimenko, the . coach.
"Several of our matches could have
gone either way. We easi ly could
have been 6-6:'
" Th is year we have some talented
players coming back and some very
good new players" Ochrimenko
said .
Felix Ocejo (Union City) is "a
good, all-around tennis player,"
Ochrimenko said. "He does
everything well. He's developing a

Hazlett will remain the Assistant
Athletic Director and baseball
coach for at least the rest of this
academic year.
"I came here seven years ago with
the idea of improvi ng the football
program, Hazlett said. "That goal
hasn't been realized and I think I
owe it to the school to let someone

Field hockey
Union, N .J.-Three Kean College
Field Hockey players were named
to the New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) first team .
The Cougar co-captains Colleen
Moyle (sr., Pompton Lakes) and
Rachelle Nifoussi (sr., Piscataway)
were joi ned by teammate Debbie
Housel (sr., Bloomfield) on the
team. Moyle was also named to the
NCAA Mid-Atlantic
Region

Honorable Mention team.
Debbie Housel played a strong
sweeper for the Cougars. A second
year player for Kean, she led the
squad with 22 stick saves and anchored a tough defense with her
know-how and determination.
Nifoussi , a two time AllConfe rence pick, controll ed the
midfield for the Cougars with her
able stickwork and field hockey experience. She was a four-yea r player

for Kean; and contributed 3 goals
and 3 assists to the offense this
season.
Moyle, a three time selection to
the NJAC first team led the Cougars
with 7 goals and 5 assists this year.
She learned the sport of field
hockey while at Kean and
developed into an outstandi ng
player capable of ad vanced
stickwork and strategy.

center; Mike Bossy of the Islanders
at right wing and Mark Messier of
Edmonton on the left side. In goal
would be Bob Froese of
Philadelphia. The series will be
televised by ESPN .

Patton named
Union, N.).-Donna Patton (so.,
Springfield), the captain and
number one player for the Kean College tennis team earned a spot on
the New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC) first team .
Patton led the Cougars to a 9-5
season record with her 10-3 slate at
the first singles position . She plac-

ed fifth in the New Jersey Collegiate
Championships.
Kean 's Coach _
Candy Pantano
named Patton the MVP of her
squad. "Donna's dedication to tennis payed off. She had an excellent
season," praised Pantano. " The best
thing from my standpoint is that
Donna will be returning next year."

Ice hockey

Balanced attack
helps Kean icemen
By Bill Docherty

Seven different players scored
goals to lead a balanced offense and
goaltender George Ferrari turned
aside 24 shots as the Kean College
good spin-serve that will make him ly doubles and Jordan Peled
ice hockey team rolled over Columeven better."
(Manalapan), w ho played doubles
bia 9-4 on December 3, at WarinanThomas Garone (M iddletown) is last year and is a good team leader.
co Park.
one of the most improved players. ·
Th ey wil l be joined by
Rich M asi ni had two goa ls and
" He pl ays hard," the coach said. newcomers Warren Naigur (Li v- two assists and Chris Monticell o
" He got better from match to ingston), a transfer student who has added two goals for the victors. The
match:'
good ground strokes and a good Cougars allowed an early Columbia
Alan Keich (Bound Brook) is serve; and Robert Towe (Toms goal before scoring seven times to
another improved player. " He River), a good all-around player with
take a 7-1 lead at the end of two
played great, particularly in the later a stron g overhand shot.
periods. Joe Gerbasio opened the
part of the season;' Ochrimenko
The team w ill also be joined by socring for the Cougars at 5:18 of the ·
said.
so me ta l ented Fres hmen, Joe . first period on an assist from Ed
" Lars M almstrom (Absecon) is a Grande (Westfield), Chri s Lavin Shuman. H is sla·p shot fro m the
good, all-around athlete, w ho is a (Wi nfield Park), and Chris Arrogante ri ght ci rcle fo und its way between
very steady, finesse-type player," · (U nion) will be there to help th e the pads of Columbia's goalie. Mon- ,
Ochrimenko said. " He wi ll help us team out. Th is year's team can be ticello then gave the home team a
• summed up by sayi ng "experience 2-1 lead at 7:49 off a pass from Dave
a lor th is year."
Basi l Newmerzhycky (Yonkers,
+ quality - a solid team!"
Kelton.
N.Y.) "has played some outstanding
The Tennis Team will be having
The Cougars then reeled off three
matches," Ochrimenko said. " He its second team meeti ng on goals in a span of two minutes late
has a very powerful serve and he is December 16 at the East Campus in
in the first period to jump out to a
Tony Ochrimenko's office. All new 5-1 advantage. Masi ni scored his
developing a top spin."
Other returning players incl ude players wanting to come out for the first of the game at 15:57 with an
Brian Erickson (Rutherford), who is team are encouraged to come to assist from Glen Barbosa. About foran intense athlete who played most- this meeting at 2:00.
ty seconds later. Howie Kreiswith
connected from in front of the net
off a backhand pass from Bill
Docherty. Then at 16:58, Monticello
tallied his second of the period with
a power play goal off a feed from Joe
school and especially on his players.
Griffo.
else try:'
Kean kept the offense rallying
Hazlett was the head coach at And except for Montclair, Salisbury
Springdale High School, Edinboro and Glassboro, his teams have been with two goals in the second stanza.
State College and Susquehanna · competitive against our opponents:' . Some hard work in front of the net
paid off when Chris Finkle scored
University (all in Pennsylvani a)
. Hazlett, who was a Little Alloff a tip-in of a Docherty shot at
before coming to Kean in 1980.
American center at Susquehanna in
5:13. Masini then scored his second
•"This is the first head coaching
1951, retained much of the
of the game and 18th of the season
job I've had that we didn't win at
philosophy of his coach there only thirty-four seconds later off an
least one championship," he said.
Amos Alon~o Stagg.
assist from Kreiswirth. George FerHawley Waterman, Kean's
"I've always tried to bring out the
rari continued his steady play in
.Athletic Director, said Hazlett's
best in the kids both on the field,
net limiting Columbia to one goal
decision caught him by surprise.
during the first forty minutes.
" Jim is a good cqach and a good in terms of playing their best, and
After the Cougars al lowed two
friend;' Waterman said. " He's been off the field, in terms of personal
quick scores in the third session,
a very positive influence on the aevelopment;' Hazlett sa id .
Ted Plaskon widened the Kean

Hazlett resigns ·
Union, N.).;--Jim Hazlett,' who
has coached the Kean College football team for seven years, has decided to step down. A successor has
not yet been named .

and Bob Johnson of Calgary. According to the tabu lated ballots the starting line-up would look like this: as
of now, Mark Howe of Philadelph ia
and Paul Coffey of Edmon-ton on
Defense; Peter Stastny of Quebec at

margin, he scored off the rebound
of a shot by Tim Blahm at 5:05 for
an 8-3 edge. Then at 8:40, Masini
cleanly won a face-off back to
Docherty. His low snap shot found
the corner of the net to conclude
the Cougar scoring. John Freilich,
Ted Tsekerides, Chris Riley and Ed
Sankary scored for Columbia.
In all, fourteen Kean skaters were
involved in the scoring barrage. The
line of Rich Masini, Howie Kreiswirth and Ted Plaskan totaled four
goa ls and three assists among them.

The Cougars raised their record to
5-3 overall and 4-2 in the conference w ith the win. Improved
team defen se has been the key to
success for Kean lately. They have
allowed only 10 goals in their last
th ree league contests. The victory
also improved thei r home record to
a perfect 3-0 and al lowed th em to
remain tied for second place in the
Garden division of the MCHC.
Even though th~ Cougars have
been playing well , they did drop a
13-6 decision to Ocean County in
a non-league game on December 2,
at Toms River. The loss spoiled a
great effort by Kean right winger Joe
Gerbasio, who scored three goals.
Scoring Summary
1 2 3-T
Columbia
1 0 3-4
Kean
5 2 2-9
First Period-1, Columbia, Freilich
(Kamber), 3:03. 2, Kean, Gerbasio
(Shuman), 5:18. 3, Kean, Monticello
(Kelton, Shuman), 7:49. 4, Kean ,
Masini (Barbosa), 15:57. 5, Kean,
Kreiswirth (Docherty, Hall), 16:40.
6, Kean, Monticello (Griffo), 17:58.
Second Period-7, Kean, Finkle
(Docherty, Viteri), 5:13. 8, Kean,
Masini (Kreiswirth, Shuman), 5:47.
Third Period-9, Columbia, Tsekerides (Marsh), 2:33. 10, Columbia,
Riley (Loebenberg, Weiss), 2:59. 11,
Kean, Plaskan (Blahm, Masini),
5:05. 12, Kean, Docherty (Masini),
8;40. 13, Columbia, Sankary
'ison,. Marsh), 16:30.

IMPORTANT
All Young Men Who Want
To Play Intercollegiate Golf
For Next Spring Must See
Mr. Waterman In
The Sports Department By
December 20.

